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Executive Summary
This report is as an update of our 2018 reports covering an 18-month period, during which we continued to
monitor online marketplaces, visited key locations known for illegal wildlife trade, and engaged with national
and international policy-makers. For clarity and perspective, we present our latest findings in the context of
our previous research.
As in previous years, our investigators found elephant skin on sale in physical markets in China but less prevalent
than before. Traders were more cautious, with talk of crackdowns in October 2018, just six months after the publication
of our 2018 report “Skinned – The Growing Appetite for Asian Elephants” https://wanteddeadoralive.co.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2018/04/ElephantFamily_Elephant_Skin_Report.pdf. Some shops no longer stocked elephant skin
products and those that did so were wary of showing them.
By contrast, online activity has increased despite a brief
dip in October 2018 when any mention of elephant skin
was removed from several wildlife forums and the most
active site for elephant skins was shut down by its hosting
domain. By November 2018 however, sites were up and
running again and by May 2019 the number of subscribers
to all sites dedicated to elephant skin had increased and
numbers are still rising. Elephant skin traders are showing
a tendency to favour online trading methods over the
more exposed physical markets.
Our investigations from 2016-2018 revealed that the
skins used in illegal products were primarily sourced
from Myanmar. All respondents said their elephant skins
were sourced from Southeast Asia, with some specifically
mentioning Myanmar. Some stated that their skin
came from captive elephants in unspecified countries,
although in 2019 one trader said that his skin came from
a captive population in China. Given the large captive
populations of Asian elephants, we cannot rule out the
possibility that skin is being sourced from both captive
and wild elephants.

Skin from poached elephants in Myanmar is trafficked
across the border to China to be processed into
jewellery and medicine for sale online.

Government agencies in Myanmar have increased their law enforcement efforts which may have reduced the poaching
of wild elephants in the last two years. We applaud the governments of Myanmar and China for taking action to
address this insidious trade but urge them to do more; in particular to police the smuggling routes from Myanmar to
China. Most importantly, to tackle the online trade and gather evidence to prosecute and deter traders rather than
simply shutting down sites.
In 2019, we made two significant and worrying discoveries. First, that powdered pangolin scales are being combined
in medicines made from elephant skin powder. Pangolins are highly endangered and this finding suggests that the
medicinal qualities of their scales are being touted as similar to those of elephant skin. Second, that the trade has
expanded geographically with elephant skin traders selling skin products in Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam.
In our recommendations, we call on all range states to implement the commitments and requirements agreed under
CITES and the Jakarta Declaration. This situation demands more effective, consistent enforcement in countries affected
by the poaching and trafficking of live elephants as well as elephant parts and derivatives. And we continue to call on all
range countries to implement DNA registration and databases for captive elephants. These will help track and deter
their live trade as well as trade in their parts and derivatives.
Finally, we urge all Asian elephant range states, specialist groups, and non-government and inter-governmental
organisations to increase the impact and pace of their efforts to protect Asian elephants. As traders develop new
products that threaten this iconic species, national agencies must work harder and faster to prevent these trends from
taking hold. Above all:

We Must Stop Elephant Skin Becoming the New Ivory
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Key Findings
Multiple illegal activities threaten Asian
elephants, not least the illicit trade in
elephant skin products.

l Online sites permit elephant skin traders to use
anonymous identities and cashless transactions,
allowing them to circumvent platform bans and evade
enforcement. This makes them more attractive than
physical shops1.

l In China, trade in elephant skin products - skin
pieces, pills, and powder – is increasing online and a
variety of elephant skin products were found in physical
markets.

l In late 2018, a short-lived effort by digital platforms
to censor trade in elephant skin products had no longterm impact.

l The trade in medicinal elephant skin products is
spreading across the region. Most recently, a tourist
shop in Cambodia was found selling medicinal products
made from elephant skin. This makes a total of five
Asian countries (China, Myanmar, Laos, Vietnam,
Cambodia) where elephant skin products are sold as
traditional medicine.

l Some traditional medicine manufacturers are now
combining ground pangolin scales with powdered
elephant skin in medicinal pills, both illegal ingredients.
This is a significant and disturbing trend as all eight
species of pangolin are either Critically Endangered,
Endangered, or Vulnerable to Extinction.

l Consistent with previous Elephant Family research
findings, the market traders we investigated in China all
reported that the elephant skin used to make their illicit
products is sourced from Southeast Asia with some
claiming that their products came from captive elephants.

Despite promises and pledges by
countries involved in the illegal trade in
Asian elephants and their parts,
implementation of key measures has
been insignificant.

The nature of the illicit trade has changed
and expanded, presenting new challenges
for law enforcement agencies.

l Enforcement efforts have been limited to inspections
at physical markets but they must also focus on the
online trade.

l Market traders in China were aware that selling
elephant skin products is illegal and many were more
cautious about showing their products. When
interviewed, some medicine and jewellery traders
mentioned that heightened enforcement by authorities
had impeded their supply.

l All but one (Thailand) Asian elephant range states
have failed to implement a system to use elephant
DNA for profiling, registering, marking and tracing
captive Asian elephants, despite recommendations to
use this method. There is no regional or bilateral
elephant DNA database.

l The online trade in elephant skin products, for
medicinal and ornamental purposes, is now spreading to
international social media forums. Traders are active in
Facebook groups linked to consumer groups across
Asian countries.

l A lack of reporting as directed in CITES Decision
17.217 renders it difficult to assess tangible measures
taken by countries to prevent and counter illegal trade.

Law enforcement inspecting the body of a skinned
elephant in 2017 in Myanmar © Compass Films

Fresh elephant meat and one pangolin found near Nay Pyi
Taw circa. 2015 © Nature and Wildlife Conservation
Division, Myanmar
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Recommendations

Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice Responses Must be Enhanced
Enforcement agencies need to engage in intelligence-led interventions, including the collation and
analysis of information from countries affected by trade. They also need to investigate seizures, poaching
incidents and other illegal activities more comprehensively. Investigations must also focus on social
media and online marketplaces and perpetrators at every stage of this illegal trade should be identified
and prosecuted.

Asian Elephant Range States Should Revisit the 2017 Jakarta Agreement
Pledges made by the participating countries indicated a determination to protect Asian elephants.
However, the agreement should be reviewed in the light of updated information to renew commitments
and revise proposed actions and interventions.

CITES Decisions Must be Implemented, Enforced and Reported Upon by Parties
The lack of implementation of recommended measures by range states is concerning, as is the lack of
reporting to the CITES Secretariat.

States Should Implement the Provisions in the Jakarta Declaration
These include developing National Asian Elephant Action Plans and producing a range-wide Asian
elephant conservation plan.

Management of Captive Elephants Must be Improved
Asian elephant range states must develop captive elephant registration programmes, including
implementing robust DNA-based systems and databases. This information can be used to identify the
origin of live elephants and elephant parts used in illegal trade.

Range States Must Cooperate to Prevent Illegal Trade
A uniform response across the region is needed to ensure that traffickers cannot easily launder live
elephants, their parts or derivatives and to assist enforcement agencies in detecting irregularities.
A regional DNA database would serve such a purpose. Range states should share examples of best
practices, including in the management and DNA registration of captive elephant populations.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction
For almost ten years, Elephant Family has focused on
halting the trade of Asian elephants and their parts. In
2011, we commissioned the wildlife monitoring NGO
TRAFFIC to investigate the live elephant trade from
Myanmar to Thailand. In 2014 we implemented a second
investigation of the live trade and in 2015, prompted by
these two studies, we funded a CITES/IUCN review of
legislation and enforcement measures across the Asian
elephant range states. The recommendations of that
review5 were adopted at the 2016 Conference of the
Parties to the Convention on International Trade in
Endangered Species (CITES), in Johannesburg, South Africa.

There are only 45,697-48,534 Asian elephants
(Elephas maximus) surviving in the wild across 13
countries from India to Indonesia (table 1) – a fraction
(approximately 10%) of the African elephant
population2. Consequently, they are classified as
endangered – critically endangered in some regions3.
Decimated by the ivory trade, then captured in large
numbers for the logging industry and more recently
for zoos and tourism camps, Asian elephants are now
on the frontline of a new threat - poaching for the
illegal trade in their skins.
Most commonly using poison, elephant skin poachers
target individual elephants but can, and have, slaughtered
entire herds4. In time this translates into diminished
populations. At present, the elephant population most
affected is in Myanmar (figures 1, 2 and 3), but if a market
for elephant skin and its products becomes more widely
established, traders will source more skin from other Asian
range states. In fact, our investigations found that this is
already happening. When the profits diminish in Asia, the
traders will turn to Africa, as they did for ivory, rhinos,
pangolins and big cats.

In 2016, while researching the trade in live Asian
elephants, we were alerted to a new threat – elephants in
Myanmar were being poached for their skin. We then
learned that skin is turned into powder for medicine and
beads for niche jewellery. In 2016, we exposed this trade
to the international conservation community at the CITES
Conference in Johannesburg, which was attended by most
of the 183 member states and all 13 Asian elephant range
states. In April 2018, we published our first report,
“Skinned – The Growing Appetite for Asian Elephants”6,

Key:

TIMELINE

CITES legislation and milestones
Notable seizures/sales of Asian elephants and their parts
Notable incidents of Asian elephants poached for their skin

l 1900: At the turn of the

Asian elephant population trends

century Asian elephants
estimated to number 200,000a

Elephant Family activities

l CITES includes trade

l 1976: Asian elephants are

listed on CITES Appendix I,
thereby banning all
commercial trade in Asian
elephants and their parts

l 9,860kg of

surfaces in Myanmar of
elephants poached for
their skinb

elephant skin
seized by
Forestry Police
in Guangdong,
Chinac

1900

2001

l 1997: New evidence

2000
l 15 pieces of

in live Asian elephants
in Resolution Conf.
10.10 at CoP16 in
Bangkok, Thailand

l 734kg of dried

elephant skin,
2 elephant tails,
2 elephant bones,
22 elephant molars,
100 elephant tail
hairs and 6 elephant
feet observed for
sale in a small market
in Myanmarb

2004

elephant skin seized
by Forest Police in
Yunnan Province,
Chinac
numbers estimates at
only 41,410–52,345d

l 583kg of
dried elephant
skin seized by
officials in
Rakhine State,
Myanmar

2008

2011

l Wild Asian elephant

l All 13 Asian
elephant range
states are now
Party to the CITES
agreement

2010

l 202 kg of dried
elephant skin
seized by officials
in Mandalay State,
Myanmare,f

l Asian elephant

populations have
dropped by more
than 50% in the last
75 yearsf

2012

2013

l 79 wild elephants
illegally captured
for sale to the
tourism industry in
Thailandf

2014
l Elephant Family
co-funds TRAFFIC
investigation into
live elephant trade
in Thailand
l Earliest known
listing of elephant
skin beads on
online Chinese
market forumse
l 421kg of dried
elephant skin
seized at Lianghe
border checkpoint
between China
and Myanmarf
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Words and good intentions are not enough, however.
Policies and plans need action. With a few concrete
measures, law enforcement agencies could safeguard
Asian elephants from the growing threat of the elephant
skin trade, along with the trade in live elephants, ivory
and other body parts, including their trunks and penises.

detailing the comprehensive findings of our skin trade
investigations, drawing wider public attention to this
alarming new threat to an endangered and much-loved
species.
Since then, some Asian elephant range countries have
improved their regulations and law enforcement against
illegal trade, most notably China where authorities have
seized illicit goods, and Myanmar where poachers and
traders have also been arrested. Meanwhile Thailand has
established a DNA database for captive elephants to
deter the booming trade in live elephants.

Unless stopped now, before it expands exponentially to
other countries and continents, the skin trade could
devastate elephant populations even more catastrophically
than the ivory trade. Ivory poachers want elephants with
tusks. They do not target young or female Asian elephants,
which have no tusks. Not so in the skin trade which can
profit from the death of any elephant, male or female,
young or old, African or Asian. This has alarming
implications for any elephant population anywhere, but
particularly for small, isolated populations.

At a regional policy level, all 13 Asian elephant range
state countries pledged to protect this iconic species
through the Jakarta Agreement, which was facilitated by
the IUCN Asian Elephant Specialist Group. In addition,
under the international trade and conservation mechanism
of CITES, member countries agreed to introduce
measures to manage captive elephants more effectively
and tackle the illegal trade in live elephants.

We Must Stop Elephant Skin Becoming the New Ivory
Elephant Deaths in Myanmar

l Herd of 25 elephants are
found killed and skinned in
Ayeyawadyi
l 41.3kg of skin is seized
en route from Thailand to
Lao PDRi
l 160kg of dried
elephant skin seized
by officials in Shan
State, Myanmarg
l $60 per kg is

l Three men are caught
curing elephant skin beside
a butchered elephant in
the Ayeyawady Region
of Myanmarj

the going rate for
elephant skin in
Myanmarf

l Wild Asian elephant
numbers estimates at
45,697-48,534k

2015

2017

2016

30

l 120 skin sheets and other
elephant parts seized by
officials in Ayeyarwady,
Myanmarg
l Hundreds of pieces of Asian

elephant skin found for sale
in Mong La wildlife market,
Myanmar, destined for Chinaf

l Elephant Family presents its
findings on the skin trade at
the 17th CITES Conference of
the Parties (CoP). In response,
CITES recommends that
range states develop a DNA
registration database for their
captive elephant populations.

25

20

15

10

2018
l Eight men are arrested
for elephant poaching in
Ayeyarwady, which the forest
department now considers
the main poaching ground in
the countryl
l Elephant Family publishes the
results of its investigation in a
report titled ‘Skinned – The
Growing Appetite for Asian
Elephants’ and presents its
findings at the 70th CITES
Standing Committee Meeting.
l The Secretariat agrees to
propose amendments to
regulations at the next CoP,
including a requirement that
range states investigate
illegal trade and report on
implementation.
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Figure 1: Figures from the Myanmar government
show an increase in elephants poached from 2015
to 2017. In 2018, after Elephant Family published
its “Skinned” report and generated worldwide
publicity, the number of poaching deaths dipped.
However, the overall trend shows deaths increasing
and a one year decline may not indicate a continual
decrease. (NWCD, Myanmar Forest Department)
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Elephant Mortality in Myanmar by District

Elephants Poached in India vs Myanmar
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Figure 2: According to government figures, elephants
are poached in Ayeyarwaddy region at more than three
times the rate of other areas in Myanmar.

Figure 3: Elephants in India aren't yet poached for skin,
but if the trade spreads there, elephants will die at a
terrifying rate.

(NWCD, Myanmar Forest Department)

(CITES Monitoring the Illegal Killing of Elephants (MIKE) Programme
and NWCD, Myanmar Forest Department)

Asian Elephant Populations

Country

Wild

Captive

Total

Bangladesh
Bhutan
Cambodia
China
India
Indonesia
Laos
Malaysia
Myanmar
Nepal
Sri Lanka
Thailand
Vietnam

268
513
400-600
300
29,391-30,711
1,724 + 60-80
600-800
1,223 - 1,677
2,000
135-250
5,879
3,100-3,600
104-132

96
9
70
243
3,467-3,667
467
454
92
5,000
216
230
3,783
88

364
522
470-670
543
32,858-34,378
2,251-2,271
1,054-1,254
1,315-1,769
7,000
351-466
6,109
6,883-7,383
192-220

Total

45,697-48,534

14,215-14,415

59,912-62,949

Table 1: Current estimated numbers of wild and captive elephants across the 13 Asian elephant range states.
(Asian Elephants Range State Meeting Final Report (2017) facilitated by IUCN/SSC Asian Elephant Specialist Group)7
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Skin Trade Update
monitored. These included five online forums on Baidu
dedicated specifically to elephant skin products. During
this 18-month period, 27 active online accounts were
responsible for all the advertisements noted. Some of
these accounts had been active for over four years,
indicating a lack of effective action by enforcement
agencies to tackle this online trade. In total, elephant
skin exchanges were found on 27 forums. Eleven WeChat
accounts advertised elephant skin products during the
monitoring period of June to December 2018.

Then and Now: Comparing Key Findings
Since our last update in October 2018, Elephant Family
researchers have continued to investigate the trade in
elephant skin – both online and in physical markets. We
employ investigators with relevant language skills along
with a specialised knowledge of wildlife crime and online
investigations, including the specific terminology used by
buyers and sellers of elephant skin products. Over the
years, they have acquired a unique knowledge of the
markets and commodities.

In October 2018, our researchers followed what appeared
to be a crackdown on the online advertising of wildlife
products by Chinese enforcement agencies. Within a
week, multiple open forums on Baidu were cleared of
content that mentioned elephant skins, and the most
active of the five forums dedicated to elephant skin
products was shut down by its hosting domain.
Meanwhile, on WeChat, three monitored accounts that
had been regularly advertising elephant skin products
were also suspended for “violating community guidelines”.
A few of the remaining WeChat accounts that had
previously been advertising elephant skin products were
seen to erase elephant skin adverts and restrict their
visibility. However, most of these sites continued to
advertise other illegal wildlife products including tiger
parts, rhino horn, and elephant ivory.

Our investigators identify key locations to monitor in
the field by using diverse information on areas known to
be major markets for wildlife medicines, including
government and media data on skin product seizures.
Where appropriate, we keep audio and video records of
communications between traders and investigators as
these enable the exchanges to be reviewed for accuracy
and verification.
To analyse its qualitative and quantitative data, Elephant
Family employs enforcement and criminal justice
specialists to provide analyses along with expert opinion
on these crimes, their enforcement and associated policy.
Here we present a comparison of findings from our
previous report and update with the results of our field
investigations and online monitoring since October 2018.

This action by Baidu and WeChat demonstrated a
concerted effort by online platforms to curtail the illegal
elephant skin trade through self-regulation. However,
despite this commendable effort, it was ‘business as usual’
by early November 2018. By May 2019, the number of
subscribers in all the open forums dedicated to
elephant skin trade had increased.

The Online Trade in Elephant Skin is Increasing
In 2018 we reported that, from mid-2014, the trade in
Asian elephant skin had steadily expanded from smallscale use to wholesale commercial trade as traffickers
stimulated demand. The first account of manufacturing
elephant skin beads was posted online in August 2014.
Since then, elephant skin has been widely cited on
monitored platforms, including traditional medicine
forums, as a treatment for stomach complaints.

A comparison of activity levels over the seven months
before and after the crackdown suggests that open
forum users simply moved from the most popular
elephant skin forum to the second most popular one
(table 2 and figure 4). Similarly, WeChat accounts
that were not suspended in October continued to
advertise wildlife products, including elephant skins,
albeit with more restricted privacy settings. Based on
their online activity patterns elsewhere, it was also
evident that, despite having their WeChat accounts
suspended, the three suspended users did not suffer
any legal consequences.

By January 2018, we had identified 100 elephant skin
traders, including suppliers, skin bead manufacturers, and
elephant skin powder producers, operating 220 online
accounts on platforms including QQ messenger, Baidu
and We Chat, along with online shops on other platforms.
From 2018 to mid-2019, elephant skin advertisements of
various kinds continued on all the online platforms we
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Online Forum Activity: Pre- and Post-Closure of Forum A

Pre-shut down

Post-shut down

Number of active threads
(monthly average)

Number of user messages
(monthly average)

Forum A

9.43

19.86

Forum B

4.86

6.57

Forum A

Closed

Closed

Forum B

9.57

21.57

Table 2. Forum A and B were, respectively, the most popular and the second-most popular elephant skin platforms before
the shut-down. Comparing the average number of active threads and user messages over seven months before (March September 2018) and after the shut-down (November 2018 - May 2019), it appears that online activities were merely
relocated. Forum A was shut-down and did not re-open, hence was no longer available for data collection.
(Elephant Family)
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Forum B Active threads

Figure 4: As Forum A closes, traffic to forum B spikes in response, with no real decrease in the overall skin trading activity.
(Elephant Family)
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Online Trade in Elephant Skin Has Expanded
to Facebook

Elephant Skin Trade in Physical Markets
Has Decreased

In 2018, we reported that elephant skin products were
being manufactured in Myanmar and Laos as well as China.
However, they were being advertised and sold exclusively
in China because that is where the main market is and
where prices are much higher than they are at source.

Using information provided by traders online and from
their own network of contacts, our researchers identified
the physical markets, and outlets within those markets,
that are known to sell wildlife products. Every year, they
have conducted field surveys to find out if elephant skin
products are also on sale and, if so, where they came from
and what they are sold for.

In 2019, elephant skin traders expanded their activities
from China’s popular online platforms and began to
advertise on Facebook (which is blocked in mainland
China) through interest groups, including for wenwan
collectors, and through regional Chinese-language
groups, including outreach to potential buyers in Laos,
Taiwan, Malaysia and Myanmar. In other words, the trade
has extended its reach from China to other Asian countries.
The elephant skin products on offer are medicines and
wenwan, a type of Chinese collectible, or handcrafted
curio, that includes wildlife parts.

In 2018, we reported that notable quantities of elephant
skin products were found openly on sale in the renowned
markets of Mongla, a frontier town on the border of
Myanmar and China that peddles every kind of contraband.
In two separate surveys our researchers also found elephant
skin products in two notorious wildlife markets in China –
in Xishuangbanna, Yunnan province, and Guangzhou,
Guangdong province. Another survey of markets in Fujian
province also found elephant skin products on sale.
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In Guangzhou, one trader who was displaying only 3-4kg
of skin claimed to have over 10kg in stock and would
accept orders for more. Another trader declared that he
had easy access to stock and could easily supply 10-20kg.
One of them claimed to deliver skin all across China.
By January 2019, when our researchers undertook their
surveys of well-known physical markets in China, the attitude
of every trader had changed from confidence to caution.
This time our researchers also visited two transit cities:
Kunming in Yunnan Province and Chengdu in Sichuan
Province, both of them in southwest China. These cities
were chosen because online exchanges indicated that
they both had markets for elephant skin products. This
decision was also guided by seizure reports in the media
that revealed a majority of elephant skin seizures (over
80% of reported cases) occurred in Yunnan, the province
that borders Laos and Myanmar. Kunming is the capital
city of Yunnan. Chengdu, the capital city of Sichuan
province, is renowned for having the largest wenwan and
traditional Chinese medicine markets in China as well as
being a centre of the antiques trade.

A wenwan trader on Facebook offered to sell individual
beads from a collector’s bracelet in September 2018.
An elephant skin bead (the plain red one bottom-right)
is included with other beads made of wildlife parts.

An Example of
Geographical Expansion
of the Skin Trade

Elephant skin jewellery and medicinal products were both
found on sale in shops during our most recent
investigation. Many interviewees freely discussed wildlife
products and were familiar with the range of elephant skin
products available within their respective trade
communities. Products were less widely available than
during previous surveys, for which the same researchers
had used the same methods of enquiry. As with all
clandestine activities, the reasons for these different levels
of trade are difficult to ascertain, but this trend reflects two
general findings: (i) that the illegal trade in elephant skin
products has moved predominantly online and/or (ii) that
traders, sellers and buyers have become more aware of
the illegality of their business and are now more secretive.
Despite these findings, it is not possible to confirm
whether law enforcement has had a lasting effect on the
elephant skin trade.

During its most recent investigation, Elephant Family
received information about elephant skin products
being sold in Cambodia. Physical verification was
conducted in early 2019 by our investigators, who
found a souvenir shop openly selling wildlife products
including pangolin scale powder. A long-term
consumer of the product, the shopkeeper claimed it
was effective for treating various stomach ailments
and regularly recommends it to her friends. The
presence of elephant skin powder in Cambodia raises
concerns that the trade and its operation may be
spreading and should cause urgency amongst
enforcement agencies in other South-east Asian
countries to act now before it is too late.

In the locations visited by our researchers, traders
maintained that the anti-wildlife trafficking law was being
more strictly enforced, including for elephant skin
products, although elephant skin and its derivatives are
a lower priority than other high-profile items such as
elephant ivory, tiger and bear parts. In some cases, this
was cited as one reason why traders have opted to stop
carrying elephant skin products. Many wenwan traders in
Kunming, Yunnan (where the majority of reported seizures
occur) claimed that enforcement pressure, combined with
the limited number of potential buyers due to their novel
status, prompted them to stop selling elephant skin
beads, though some still stocked other illegal wildlife
products. Importantly, some traders were still engaging in
‘under-the-counter’ trade but they were not openly
displaying elephant skin products.

Tubs of elephant skin powder for sale in Siem
Reap, Cambodia, 2019.
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Slices of elephant skin are sold by weight and
advertised for sale online in 2018.

Elephant Skin Products Available in Shops
Inferior quality elephant skin beads for sale in physical
markets in China.

Our investigators surveyed markets in Kunming that are
known for selling wenwan and antique collectables. One
trader offered elephant skin bead bracelets that were
made a few years previously, but three others said they
had sold beads in the past and were not doing so now.
However, two additional traders claimed to be connected
to people who make elephant skin beads.

“These [bead bracelets] are made from raw material I
bought nearly five years ago.” "We don't make them
these days... many want to buy .. but can't obtain them."
In another shop, our investigators were offered a 100g tub
of elephant skin powder for CNY8 180 (GBP 20), which the
shopkeeper claimed was the last tub in stock. The price
quoted was said to include the 10% discount usually only
offered to customers who purchase three tubs at once.

Antiques traders disdain elephant skin beads: Several
traders in Kunming told our investigators that elephant
skin beads could be found in Chengdu, possibly because
the market there is known to be the largest in the region
for antiques and collectables. However, our researchers
found that Chengdu traders of collectibles were not
familiar with elephant skin beads, commenting that
items made from, or including, elephant skin would be
considered novelty products by genuine antiques traders.

Skin beads posted online by trader on 6th and 7th
September 2018.
claimed it took him an entire day to produce one bead,
which also limits profitability. In 2019 our investigators
received the same feedback, although some traders
added that the manufacturing process produces such
noxious, foul-smelling fumes that they were put off making
the elephant skin beads.

Quality issues continue: In 2018, we reported that the
way to make ‘high quality’ translucent elephant skin beads
was a trade secret known to only a few sellers, although
some wenwan traders were experimenting with other
manufacturers. Our researchers were told that beads
made from elephant skin were prone to water damage,
and it is difficult to maintain their shape and translucency
when they are exposed to humidity or moisture. For this
reason, elephant skin beads in necklaces are prone to
sweat and degrade if worn against the skin. One trader

Skins Are Sourced from Wild and
Captive Elephants
Traders in the Juhuayuan traditional medicine wholesale
market in Kunming had elephant skin pieces, elephant
skin pills, and elephant skin powder in stock.
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According to the managers of a Kunming-based family-run
traditional-medicine enterprise (Family "A"), their
suppliers source skin from captive elephants in what they
referred to as zoos, without revealing their location. Our
investigators were shown several pieces of elephant skin
that had, allegedly, come from this source. If true, this
disturbing development in the elephant skin trade raises
serious questions about the purpose of importing
elephants to, and breeding them in, captive facilities.

Laundering Lives
Regulations governing captive elephants vary
between range states and are usually poorly
defined and poorly enforced. During Elephant
Family’s 2014 investigation into the live trade in
elephants, it was found that in Thailand,
identification microchips would be cut out of
dead elephants and implanted into live ones,
allowing owners to pretend they were the
same elephants.

Elephant Skins Used for Powder and Beads
are Primarily Sourced from Asia
In 2018 we reported that all traders selling elephants skin
pieces or product were asked where the skin came from.
They all said Southeast Asia and most specified Myanmar.
In 2019, traders continued to claim the same thing, as
well as informing our researchers that elephants are a
protected species and it is illegal to sell any products
derived from them. These claims are supported by the
seizure reports9 made by national enforcement agencies.

Since the law did not require elephants to be
registered with the government until they were
eight years old, it was also easy to pretend that
young elephants captured from the wild were the
calves of captive females. The implementation of
Thailand’s DNA database has gone a long way
towards ending these practices.
If captive elephants really are being butchered
for their skin, then closing these loopholes and
enforcing a DNA database for all captive
elephants range-wide is more important
than ever.

This information tallies with the official data from Myanmar
on elephants killed for their skin. In 2010, carcasses were
first found with skin removed, either entirely or in strips.
The number of elephants killed each year continued to
rise until 2018 when government and non-government
organisations, alarmed by this growing slaughter,
strengthened their forest patrols and law enforcement in
key areas while also mobilising local communities to
become elephant guardians and informants. As shown in
figure 1, these efforts are having the desired effect.
Elephant Family applauds the government and NGOs
of Myanmar for this dramatic impact, achieved in spite
of numerous challenges.

Elephant skin powder was advertised online in
September 2018 with the trader stating "Some of
the elephant skin powder had been delivered into
the country (most likely China) to speed up delivery.
Products are sent as soon as orders are made."

Cheek swabbing an elephant calf for DNA
© TRACE Wildlife Forensics Network
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While investigators were in the shop, an elderly couple
entered seeking a treatment for the man who had
undergone a partial gastrectomy. The staff offered him
elephant skin and pangolin scale pills for his ailment and
he bought them.

Ground Pangolin Scales Are Added to
Elephant Skin Products
In our April 2018 report,6 Elephant Family published
evidence that Chinese authorities had issued licences in
2015 to research establishments to manufacture medicinal
derivatives from pangolin scales and elephant skin.

Pangolins are now considered the most trafficked mammal
on earth and may be functionally extinct in much of their
range, particularly in Southeast Asia10. Since 2017 all eight
species (found in Asia and Africa) are either Critically
Endangered, Endangered or Vulnerable to Extinction and
have been listed on Appendix I of CITES, prohibiting
commercial import and export. Asian elephants were
listed on Appendix I in 1975.

In our 2019 survey of physical markets, another
shopkeeper showed our researchers a bottle of pills used
for treating stomach ailments. According to him, these
pills consisted primarily of elephant skin but also included
ground pangolin scales. Each bottle contained 100 pills,
and the product was labelled "Ancient Recipe for
Stomach Ailments" without listing the specific ingredients.
The shopkeeper claimed to sell these pills to regular
clients only, but offered to sell a bottle to our investigator
with whom he had no prior connection.

Pangolins
Pangolins are small, nocturnal mammals endemic to
Africa and Asia. Their diet consists mainly of ants and
termites, they are covered in scales made of keratin,
and they are widely considered to be the most
trafficked mammal in the world. They are the animal
most frequently seized in Asia’s wildlife black markets11,
and are thought to account for as much as 20% of the
global illegal wildlife trade12.
Since 2017 all eight species of pangolin have been
listed on Appendix I of CITES, prohibiting commercial
import and export, but despite these measures, they
are still the most trafficked mammal on earth and may
be functionally extinct in much of their range, particularly
in South East Asia.
Believed to cure a variety of ailments from palsy to
inadequate lactation in women, pangolin scales are sold
as a traditional medicine while pangolin meat is a
delicacy in China and Vietnam where demand is high.
If the trend for mixing ingredients derived from trafficked
animals continues, the demand for every species used
to make these medicines will increase. Asian elephants
and pangolins may not survive the demand.

Adult Philippine pangolin (Manis culionensis) and pangopup
© Gregg Yan / CC-BY-SA-4.0
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The Deterrent Effect of
Enforcement in China
As noted earlier, many traders in the major wildlife
markets of southern China disclosed that they were
afraid of being caught by enforcement officers.
Traders who previously sold Asian elephant products
told our investigators that since October 2018, law
enforcement agencies had strengthened their
enforcement efforts. It was clear to our investigators
that wildlife traders in Kunming were well aware
of the illegality of elephant skin products and knew
the risk of being targeted by undercover
enforcement officers.

“This has already been pre-processed. I can grind it up
for you, and you may be able to go through Customs
with it. I’m ok with you buying a little for your own use,
but I wouldn't dare if you were to buy a larger quantity.”
For Elephant Family, the deterrent effect of these
enforcement efforts is welcome, and we applaud the
Chinese authorities for tackling the sale of illegal
wildlife products in physical markets.

The Elephant Skin Trade is Expanding
Geographically

“This is a prohibited product. They wouldn't sell it to
you, a stranger. They would be scared because it's
illegal. Did you know that?”

In 2019, our researchers found elephant skin products,
made with powdered pangolin scales, openly on sale in
Siem Reap, Cambodia. In addition, displayed next to a
piece of elephant skin there were four 35g tubs of powder
stating the main ingredient – elephant skin – in Chinese
lettering. The Chinese shopkeeper informed our investigators
that, in addition to working regularly in this shop, she also
sold 50g tubs of elephant skin powder from her own
online shop to contacts in China via WeChat. The tubs
were sold for 300CNY (US$45) each and were manufactured
in Cambodia, although the origin of the elephant skin is
not known.

One trader explained that elephant skin beads were
probably less prevalent in Kunming since enforcement
officers began checking the bags of anyone coming from
Myanmar.

"It's difficult to get (elephant skin). It's difficult these
days. Many locals have been arrested."
Despite this apparently heightened enforcement, our
investigators found protected wildlife parts and derivatives
on sale in physical markets, including elephant ivory, bear
canines, and tiger parts. There may be several reasons for
the presence of one product or species but not another,
including enforcement. Other factors may include the
volume of trade, the challenge and distance of trade
routes from source to consumer, the discretion of buyers
and sellers, or the preferred method of delivery. Elephant
ivory was prevalent, perhaps because smugglers had
previously imported vast quantities into the region13.

This case is profoundly worrying – not only because it
represents geographic expansion but also because there
is now a sizeable population of potential buyers in
Cambodia. If this trade flourishes among them there, it
puts Cambodia’s own elephants at risk.

"Right now, I have elephant ivory, but not elephant skin ..
ivory, I can supply any time. 80CNY per gram. The value
of ivory has fallen from its peak; it was around 200 per
gram." [The seller then showed a range of real ivory
products]
"I used to have [elephant skin beads]. I don't anymore ..
because nowadays the authorities are watching very
closely, we can't get supplies; we can't sell it either .. if
[suppliers] can't get it, we can't sell it."
Some traders suggested that while whole pieces of
elephant skin may be difficult for customers to take across
borders, elephant skin powder is less likely to attract
attention, perhaps because it is harder to identify.

A tub of pills labelled “Ancient formula for stomach
ailment”. This tub was shown to researchers by a
traditional medicine wholesaler, along with elephant
skin samples, to prove that the pills were made.

“This [elephant skin] is prohibited. You wouldn't be able
to cross the border with [whole pieces], you can only
grind it up. I can grind it up for you right now.”
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CHAPTER 4

Reported Seizures
Using information from the Baidu News and
Information database, Elephant Family investigators
reviewed all the seizure reports covering elephant skin
(figures 5 and 6). By cross-checking with other news
sources and official press releases, we documented 31
separate cases of elephant skin seizures spanning 22
years. Twenty of them (65%) occurred since 2013. The
rest occurred from September 1997. It is important to
note these records may be incomplete; some cases
may not have been made public and older records are
unlikely to have been put online. Nevertheless, this
analysis provides valuable insight into the recent
history of the illegal elephant skin trade in China.

punctuated by roads, tracks and paths along much of their
length14. It also highlights the need for check-points and
tighter law enforcement to apprehend smugglers of every
kind at these well-known smuggling routes and crime
convergence points used for trafficking of timber, wildlife,
drugs, gems, and people15.

The quantities reported, where available, indicate a
substantial demand for elephant skin. A summary
published in 200516 claimed that a total of 11,576kgs
of elephant skin was seized between 2000 and 2005 9,890kg of it resulting from an investigation into a
Guangdong-based traditional Chinese medicine (TCM)
company while another 1,200kg was linked to a Shanghai
TCM pharmaceutical company. In 1997, 1,546.1kgs were
confiscated from another Shanghai-based TCM company.

Since 1997, 25 seizures (over 80% of all cases) were made
in Yunnan Province, which borders Laos, Vietnam, and
Myanmar. Seizures were also made in Guangxi (n=2),
Shandong (n=2), Guangdong (n=1), and Jiangsu (n=1).
Of the cases reported in Yunnan, 14 directly cited
Myanmar as the country of origin, sometimes mentioning
border towns. Vietnam (n=2), Laos (n=1), and Thailand
(n=2) were also cited as countries of export. From
seizure data alone it is not possible to determine where
the elephants were poached or the location of processing.

Although only half the reports stated a quantity, the total
weight reported since 2014 (the year Elephant Family was
told that elephants in Myanmar were being killed for their
skin) was 492.32kg. While this number is small compared to
the total weight of the seizures noted above, this figure
derives from investigations into widespread, transnational
wildlife trafficking networks rather than from the centrally
registered TCM manufacturing facilities or their legal
owners and directors found to be in violation of wildlife
protection laws. Evidence shows that the actual amounts
available in markets is significantly higher, including in
online markets.

Note, however, that seizures in Qingdao, China in 2013
and 2019 of goods coming from Thailand differed from
the other cases as they involved products made from
elephant skin leather (including belts and wallets or
purses) rather than the medicinal or decorative products
that were the focus of this investigation.

Given the evident gaps in data, it is not possible to make
definitive conclusions about increased enforcement efforts
or successes based solely on the numbers of reported
seizures and quantities. However, it is clear that, in recent
years, there has been a notable increase in the media
coverage of seizures, arrests, and prosecutions related to
trafficking in elephant skins.

The highest number of reported seizures happened in
2018 (n=6). Of those, five occurred in Yunnan Province.
This highlights the challenge facing wildlife law
enforcement agencies in Yunnan, a huge province
adjoining Myanmar, Laos and Vietnam with borders

Nationality of Apprehended Poachers

Nationality of Apprehended Smugglers

Thai
3.2%

Chinese
11.1%

Burmese
19.0%

Cambodian
3.7%

Chinese
77.8%

Burmese
85.2%

Figures 5 & 6: Nationality of members of the illegal wildlife trade apprehended by law enforcement.
(Elephant Family)9
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CHAPTER 5

The Enforcement Imperative
sites. When traders switch to new accounts or forums,
evidence of their previous online activities may be lost.

A key finding from Elephant Family's 2019 field
investigations is the perception among market
traders that law enforcement agencies are becoming
more robust against sales of elephant skin products
and that this may be discouraging traders. Given
the low levels of law enforcement against wildlife
crime in the past, any increase in the intensity of
enforcement is likely to be noticed by traders and to
have an impact.

In Myanmar, which to date is the only country known to
suffer the killing of elephants for their skin, government
and non-government agencies have increased their
support for anti-poaching and trafficking efforts. One
Forest Department official said that police and local
townships had partnered to form a team of 300 officers.
In March 2018, Forest Police in Irrawaddy Region’s
Ngapudaw Township arrested an elephant poaching ring,
stating that this area is the main elephant poaching
ground in the country.17 A month later, in April 2018,
officers arrested six suspects believed to be responsible
for killing elephants and confiscated 41 elephant hides.
Then in May 2018, authorities arrested a further three
suspected poachers in connection with offences
committed between 2017 and 2018.

Elephant Family commends this apparent increase in
enforcement efforts in China but, given the rise in the illicit
trading of elephant skin products on Chinese-language
internet sites, we urge the authorities to implement
stronger enforcement against traders using social media
and online marketplaces. Using information from the online
sites as intelligence and evidence, enforcement agencies
should be able to identify suspects and compile proof for
prosecution. A concerted effort now, while the trade is
relatively limited, would be much more resource-effective
than waiting for it to multiply. Asian elephants are already
seriously threatened by a plethora of other problems. They
could not withstand being targeted for their skin as well.

A local informant explained how the poachers killed and
disposed of the elephants:

“Poachers usually kill elephants using poisoned arrows
and home-made percussion-lock firearms. They then
cut off the trunk and skin and smoke them at the scene.
They sold the elephant parts to a man in Yangon…”18.

© Klaus Reisinger

However, simply closing down internet sites is unlikely to
resolve either poaching or trade. Advertisers can easily
change their online identity or move to less monitored
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intelligence. Official services, such as INTERPOL’s i24/7
communications platform, are available to all Asian
elephant range countries via their own National Central
Bureaus and through the Environmental Security
Directorate based in France and Singapore.

In October 2018, officers arrested a poacher in Irrawaddy
region in possession of poison and knives. Enquiries led
investigators to two other suspects and “poison, a
percussion rifle, ball bearings for bullets and other items
often used for hunting elephants, were seized”19. We do
not know whether the suspects arrested in these incidents
were prosecuted but, in August 2018, forest officials
claimed that in comparison to previous years, poaching
had decreased as a result of their anti-poaching efforts 20.

While enforcement techniques may enhance policing
against elephant skin poaching, overall there needs to be
a comprehensive range of criminal justice responses from
investigation through to prosecution, including the
development of deterrents to prevent crime. Wildlife
criminals often specialise in particular commodities, but
our research has revealed that elephant skin traders are
also selling other species, including tiger, bear, and
pangolin. Effective action against these individuals and
their networks will therefore have a beneficial impact on
the illegal trade in other species.

It is important to emphasize that most wildlife crime goes
unreported. Therefore, intelligence-led approaches are
vital to identify suspects. Investigating agencies should
cultivate and manage sources of information, analysing
intelligence to map networks. Since the trafficking of
elephant products is invariably transnational, countries
must work together to increase opportunities for collating

How Elephants are Poisoned
With more than 23.3% of Myanmar’s rural population living
below the poverty line21, the money that skin traders offer
for a dead elephant is too enticing for many rural villagers
to refuse. Go-betweens, living on the Chinese border, go
into the countryside and recruit desperate people to kill
for them.
The poachers depend on homemade equipment; crude
muzzle-loading guns that fire spears with enough force
to punch through an elephant’s thick hide and deep into
its flesh. These eighteen inch ‘spears’, similar to stout
arrows, often aren’t enough to kill the elephant on their
own, which is why thick, tarry poison is smeared into a
groove along the spear’s shaft. Once a spear is
embedded, deep in an elephant’s hindquarters or in
the soft skin behind its ear, the poison seeps into its
system, killing it slowly over a period of two to eight
hours. Some elephants panic and run, which makes the
toxin work faster, while some are left stumbling and
disoriented, unable to move at all. Poisoned elephants
are often horribly thirsty and head to the nearest water
source; which is why their skinned corpses are frequently
found in or near creeks and rivers once the poison and
the poachers have done their work.
When an elephant dies, blood seeps out of the capillaries
that run through the subcutaneous fat, leeching the ruby
red colour that carved beads are so prized for. This means
the elephant must be butchered as swiftly as possible
once the elephant is dead or too weak to resist.
Myanmar’s police force is working desperately to find an
antidote to this insidious poison; the only thing worse than
finding a dead elephant is finding one alive but dying,
beyond all help.

The head of a spear that was shot with such force that it
pierced straight through the elephant © Aung Myo Chit
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International Efforts to Prevent
Poaching and Trafficking

The survival of Asian elephants in the wild depends on
collaboration between range states, other countries
involved in illicit trade, and the international
conservation community. The development and
implementation of provisions under international
agreements, such as CITES and the Jakarta Declaration,
are crucial for protecting Asian elephants from overexploitation and for reversing the decline in wild
elephant numbers.

In 2016, Parties were further encouraged (through the
CITES mechanism known as Decisions) to undertake
specific measures to prevent illegal trade. These include:
• To undertake, as necessary, investigations into the
illegal trade in live Asian elephants, and endeavour to
enforce, and where necessary improve, national laws
concerning international trade in specimens of Asian
elephants with the explicit intention of preventing the
illegal trade in live Asian elephants;

CITES

• To develop strategies to manage captive Asian
elephant populations;

Under the Convention on International Trade in
Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES),
Asian elephants have been listed on Appendix I since
1975, prohibiting, under laws developed by member
states, all international commercial trade. The illegal trade
in live Asian elephants was highlighted in 2012 by several
organisations including Elephant Family. Elephant range
states were "urged to take immediate action to protect
their elephant populations through improved monitoring
and effective enforcement, to prevent illegal trade in ivory
and live elephants”22.

• To ensure that trade in, and cross-border movements of
live Asian elephants are conducted in compliance with
CITES, including for Asian elephants of wild origin;
• To collaborate in the development and application of a
regional system for registering, marking and tracing captive
Asian elephants, requesting as necessary assistance from
experts, specialised agencies or the Secretariat.
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Apart from these commendable efforts, a lack of reporting
makes it difficult to determine what tangible steps have
been made by other range countries to support the
Decisions and Declaration.

While these declarations are important, Elephant Family
and other organisations requested that laws should also
include Asian elephant body parts and their derivatives.
Thus, in October 2018, member Parties provisionally
agreed to expand the language of this Decision to include
trade in live Asian elephants, their parts and derivatives as
well as to strengthen reporting requirements23.

Policy is meaningless without implementation, and
Elephant Family urges range state countries to review and,
if necessary, renew their commitments and priorities
through follow-up meetings. We also urge them to include
an assessment of progress to date, and to identify the
challenges experienced in meeting the commitments
made in Jakarta and as members of CITES.

Jakarta Declaration
In April 2017, at a high-level event in Jakarta, Indonesia
that was convened by the IUCN Asian Elephant Specialist
Group, all Asian elephant range countries signed the
Jakarta Declaration for Asian Elephant Conservation24.
This Declaration aimed to enshrine a shared vision for
Asian elephant conservation and identified clear and
tangible priority actions necessary to fulfil a “common
goal to conserve the Asian elephant in all Asian elephant
Range States”.
Specific priorities for addressing crime and trafficking in
Asian elephants included:
• To ensure effective enforcement of existing national
laws and regulations across the species' range to prevent
the illegal killing of Asian elephants and the illegal trade in
live Asian elephants, ivory, and other elephant body parts.
• To strengthen international collaboration, coordination,
and communication where relevant, involving specialised
expertise from international organisations, including but
not limited to, CITES, INTERPOL, and UNODC;

© Ganesh Raghunathan

Policy is Meaningless Without Implementation
Implementation
Despite the requirements and provisions of these
agreements, including those made by the Asian elephant
range states, implementation of the Jakarta Declaration
and the CITES Decisions has been limited.

DNA Does Not Lie

• Only Thailand has taken steps to record the DNA
profiles of all captive elephants in the country and store
them in a database to prevent illegal trade and laundering
of illicitly-sourced elephants into captivity.

DNA profiling and registration is the method
of identification that is least vulnerable to
misidentification, tampering of the identification
mark, or changes to registration documents.
The DNA of an elephant cannot be changed.
DNA tests could resolve with high levels of
certainty, issues related to disputed parentage
and the source(s) of elephant body parts.
Affordable, straightforward techniques for
obtaining the DNA profiles of elephants have
been developed and adopted by Thailand but
need to be adopted by all range states with
captive elephants, alongside an Asia regional
DNA registration database.

• Although this has not been officially reported, China
has implemented some enforcement against elephant skin
traders in physical wildlife markets.
• Myanmar has strengthened protection of its elephants
in the wild, reducing the known number of deaths from
poaching, and it has achieved some notable successes
apprehending poachers and local traffickers.
• Bangladesh and Bhutan have developed National
Elephant Action Plans.
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Conclusion

The findings of this investigation reveal that the illicit trade in Asian elephant skins and products
made from them is increasing, both online and in geographic expansion. In spite of high-level
promises and some isolated activity, efforts to protect Asian elephants from crime have been
limited in depth and scope. In addition, there has been inadequate implementation of the CITES
directions to range states. It is imperative to stop this trade now, before it proliferates and
becomes more established and widespread.
Promises made by the Asian elephant range states through the Jakarta Declaration are mostly unfulfilled.
This situation requires an urgent response. Our investigations reveal that government decisions alone are
insufficient. By undertaking a few concrete measures, national enforcement agencies could help safeguard
already endangered Asian elephants from the impending threat posed by trends such as the skin trade.
Rather than waiting for a crisis beyond the current enforcement capacity, it would be resource-effective to
take robust, tangible action now.
There is already a crisis for wild elephants in Myanmar and in other parts of their range. If the skin trade
escalates to levels seen in the ivory trade, Asian elephants could face extinction across much of
their current range.
All elephant range states should take urgent measures to address this developing threat before it
becomes much harder to stop. Anti-poaching measures are one approach, but they alone are insufficient
and unsustainable, and often target only local actors rather than the main traffickers and network bosses.
Consistent and sustained enforcement action against buyers, sellers, and traffickers profiting from these
crimes must be prioritised, ensuring prosecution to deter current and future offenders.
Range states have agreed on measures to improve the registration of captive elephants and to prevent
illegal trade in live elephants. However, strategy is meaningless without comprehensive implementation
and that must include action to stop the trade in body parts and derivatives. We must stop the elephant
skin trade before it replicates the ivory trade, establishes global networks of traffickers and slaughters
thousands of elephants. Asian elephants could not survive the impact of another ruthless, even more
indiscriminate trade.
We commend national law enforcement agencies for their efforts so far, but urge them to increase the
pace and consistency of their response. In addition to the physical markets, it is critical to stop the online
markets, and to do so immediately, before they proliferate.
We urge all members of CITES as well as the Asian elephant range states to refine and implement the
policies developed and to include all trade in Asian elephant body parts and their derivatives. It is
essential to act with urgency and efficiency, and to build momentum to protect this highly threatened
species - the sacred symbol of Asia.
Elephant Family will continue to monitor this damaging trade in elephant skin and work diligently to ensure
that the overlooked Asian elephant and its habitats are prioritised for protection throughout its range.
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